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Getting down to ‘HTML’ Business 
 HTML is the language used to design web-pages. 

 
 All you need to make a webpage is a browser to see the 

masterpiece you've created, and a simple word processor such as 
Notepad. 
 

 The very first time you save your html code, you must save it as 
an html file.  
 

 Here's what you do: go to the File menu, choose Save as and give 
your document a file name, for instance mypage. Right after the 
name put .html 
 

 For example: mypage.html 
 



Lesson 1: Tags 
  Beginning and Ending Tags 

Most html tags consist of a beginning tag and an ending tag. For 
example: 

 <HTML></HTML> 
Notice the / in the second tag. All ending tags contain a /. This 
slash is very important, it tells the browser that what you wanted 
done has ended. At the top of every html document before 
anything has been typed, put: 

 <HTML> 
This signifies the start of your html document. At the end of your 
html document after everything has been typed, put: 

 </HTML> 
This signifies the end of your html document. Notice the / in the 
second tag, always remember to put the / in the end tag, 
otherwise your page won't turn out right.  



Lesson 1: Tags (Contd.) 
• Under <HTML> comes this tag:  

<HEAD> 
This tag doesn't affect what's on the page but you should get in the 
habit of putting it in. Below <HEAD> put this tag:  
<TITLE> 
Beside it type the name of your web page, for instance "Test Page". At 
the end of "Test Page" type this: 

• </TITLE> 
Remember the / in the end tag. So this is what it looks like: 

• <TITLE>Test Page</TITLE> 
• The <TITLE> tags designate what will appear in the titlebar at the top 

of the browser. Take a look at the example below.  
• Below the TITLE tags goes the </HEAD> tag. Notice this is an end tag 

because it has this: / 
Note: It doesn't matter whether your tags are in upper or lower case 
letters. 

 
 

The stuff between the<TITLE> tags is what 
appears here in the browser titlebar  



Putting something on your webpage! 
 Now let us get to putting something on your web page. These are the body tags:  
 <BODY> </BODY> 

They enclose the part of your html document which will appear on your web page. Want to start your 
web page with a heading? Here's the code: 

 <H> 
The heading tag comes with numbers, <H1> to <H6>. The numbers beside the H tell the browser 
how large the letters are to be, with 1 being the largest and 6 the smallest. So what do your want your 
heading to say? Lets suppose it's "Learning Html." Lets also have a sub-heading with smaller letters 
called "Step One". Here's what the html code looks like so far: 

 <HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<TITLE> Test Page </TITLE> 
</HEAD> 

 <BODY> 
  <H1> Learning Html </H1> 
  <H3> Step One </H3> 
 </BODY> 

</HTML> 
 Notice that the stuff which will be on your web page is in between the BODY tags. This is what it will 

look like on your web page:  
 

Learning Html  
 
Step One  

 



Putting something on your webpage! 
(Contd.) 
 Heading tags produce bold text and they will not allow other text to line up beside them. 

Well, they're headings aren't they? In the Center If you want to center something on the 
webpage you use these tags: 

<CENTER> </CENTER>The stuff enclosed between these tags will be centered on your web 
page. Continuing with our html example, here's what to do if you want just the larger heading 
centered: 

 <HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<TITLE> Test Page </TITLE> 
</HEAD> 

 <BODY> 
  <CENTER><H1> Learning Html </H1></CENTER> 
  <H3> Step One </H3> 
 </BODY> 

</HTML> 
 Notice that the beginning CENTER tag is placed before the <H1> tag and the CENTER 

end tag is placed after the </H1>. So the stuff between these tags is what will be centered. 
Here's the result: 

Learning Html 
Step One 



Lesson 2: Paragraphs 
 Making a Paragraph 
 A heading is no good if it doesn't have anything under it so let's put something down, shall we?  To 

make a paragraph, start typing the text you want to appear on your web page. At the point where you 
want the paragraph to end put: <P>This is a single tag requiring no end tag, although in some 
situations it can be used as a beginning and end tag. The "P" stands for, you guessed it, paragraph. It 
makes the text that follow skip down two lines. Here's how it's used in our html example: 

 <HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<TITLE> Test Page </TITLE> 
</HEAD> 

 <BODY> 
  <H1> Learning Html </H1> 
  <H3> Step One </H3> 
  The key in learning is practice. I know you can do it. <P> So give it a try.</P> 
 
 </BODY> 

</HTML> 
 Here's how the web page would look:  

 

Learning Html 
Step One 
The key in learning is practice. I know you can do it. 
 
So give it a try. 

 



Lesson 2: Paragraphs (Contd.) 
 Give Me A Break 

Hitting the "Enter" key will have no effect on your web page. If you 
want to start a new line in a certain place within a paragraph, you need 
to use this tag: 

 <BR>It means "break". It is a single tag requiring no end tag and acts 
like the <P> tag except it skips one line instead of two. You don't need 
to use it at the end of each sentence in a paragraph, just use it if you 
want to start a new line in a particular place within a paragraph. 
Example: 

 The key to learning is practice.<BR> I know you can do it.<P>So give it 
a try. 

 This is what it would look like on your page: 
The key to learning is practice. 
I know you can do it.  
 
So give it a try. 

 



Changing the Way Text Looks 
 To make a word or several words bold like this, use these tags: 

<B> </B> 
 The text that you want bold is enclosed between these tags like so: 
 Only one word here will be bold. <B> Guess </B>which one?  

Did you pick "guess"? Then you're doing alright.  
 How about an underlined word like this? Use these tags: 

<U> </U> 
 What about italicized words? No problem, this is what to use: 

<I> </I> 
 You can use any or all combinations of these tags depending on the effect you 

want to have on your text: 
 The<I>key</I>in learning to make web pages is 

<B> <U> <I>practice.</I> </U> </B> 
 Notice how the words to be affected are enclosed in the beginning and end 

tags. See the slash in the end tags? Very important, don't forget them.  
 Result: The key in learning to make web pages is practice. 
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Lesson 3: Attributes 
 Telling Tags What To Do 

You probably noticed that the text on your web page is pretty small. We 
are about to change that with a new tag*: 

 <FONT> </FONT> 
 Inside this tag we are going to put what's called an attribute. Attributes 

tell tags how or where they are to display the stuff that is between 
them. To change the size of text we will use the SIZE attribute inside 
the FONT tag* like so: 

 <FONT SIZE="6">practice</FONT> 

Result:  practice 
Note that the attribute was only required for the beginning tag. Note also 
the quotation marks around the 6, very important, never forget to put 
them in when using attributes otherwise it may mess up your webpage. 
You may use any size from 1 to 7, with 1 being the smallest and 7 the 
largest. 



Lesson 3: Attributes (Contd.) 
 Color 

Another attribute that can be used with the FONT tag 
is COLOR: 

 <FONT COLOR="#FF0000">practice</FONT> 
Result:   
Practice 
"#FF0000" is the code for red. Notice the # in front of the 
code, don't forget to include it inside the quotes. You can 
use the name of the color instead but it's better to use 
the code since some older browsers will not understand 
color names.  
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Lesson 3: Attributes (Contd.) 
 *ABOUT THE FONT TAG: 

Even though the FONT tag still works, it's function has now 
been replaced with CSS. The FONT tag is used in this lesson to 
show you how attributes work in HTML tags.  
Attributes work the same way in other tags.  

 Remember the heading tag <H>?  
 You can have it on the right side of your 

web page like this 
by using the ALIGN attribute in the beginning heading tag: 
<H3 ALIGN="right"> your text </H3>  
The stuff between the beginning and end tag will be on the right side 
of the page.  

 Notice again that the attribute is only required for the beginning 
tag.  
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Lesson 4: Making Lines 
• A Line Across The Page 

Let us see another single tag (Remember? Single tags don't need end 
tags):  
<HR> 

• It means "horizontal reference" and this is what it does: 
 

• See the line? Too long? To shorten it, use the WIDTH attribute in the 
<HR> tag like this: 
 
<HR WIDTH="50%"> 
 
Increase or decrease the percentage to get the length you want.  

 
• Having no attribute in the <HR> tag will make the line go right across 

the page. 
 



Lets see how our html document is shaping 
up using the tags you learned so far: 
<HTML><HEAD> 
<TITLE>Test Page</TITLE> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY> 
<CENTER> <H1> Learning Html </H1> </CENTER>  
<H2> <U> Step One</U> </H2> 
<FONT SIZE="5" FACE="arial"> The<I> key</I> in learning to make web pages is <B> practice. 
</B> <BR> I know you can do it.<P>So give it a try.</FONT>  
<P ALIGN="right" > <FONT SIZE="7" COLOR="red" FACE="arial"> Practice</FONT> </P> <HR> 
</BODY> 
</HTML> 
This is how the web page would look: 
 

Learning Html 
Step One 
The key in learning to make web pages is practice 
I know you can do it. 
 
So give it a try.  

 
Practice 



Lesson 5: Graphics 
 Putting A Picture On The Web Page 

The tag for putting a picture on your web page is: 
 <IMG SRC="graphicfilename.gif"> 

It is a single tag, requiring no end tag. The IMG means "image" and SRC means "source". SRC 
is an attribute of IMG, it tells the browser where to find the graphic. The stuff in the quotation 
marks is the file name of your graphic. Don't Forget Format 
The majority of graphic formats supported on the web are either in gif or jpg format. When 
putting your graphic name in the IMG SRC tag always include the format it is in and always 
enclose it in quotation marks.  

 Example: "button.gif"  
 Note the dot between the name and format and that there are no spaces. 
 Putting Your Files In The Same Place 

Put your graphics in the same folder (directory) as the html file, for instance if you keep your 
html document in a folder called "my pages", keep your pictures in that folder too otherwise 
they won't show up on your web page because the browser will not be able to find them. The 
same thing goes with other web pages that are linked together, keep them in the same place. 

 Each Graphic Has Its Own IMG SRC 
Each graphic you want to put on a page will have its own IMG SRC tag: 

 <IMG SRC="button.gif"> <IMG SRC="button2.gif">  
Result:  

 



Lesson 5: Graphics (Contd.) 
 To put the graphics further apart from each other add this: &nbsp; between the two tags: 
 <IMG SRC="button.gif">&nbsp;<IMG SRC="button2.gif">  
Result: 

 
 
 See the little space between the buttons? This is what &nbsp; does. It is a space equivalent to one character or letter. 

The more you use the wider the space will be. You can also use it to indent your sentences or for a larger space between 
words or letters. 

 To put a graphic on a new line use either the <BR> or <P> tags: 
 <IMG SRC="button.gif"> <P> <IMG SRC="button2.gif">  
Result: 

 
 
 

 Remember the CENTER tags? Use them to center your graphics on the web page: 
 <CENTER> 

<IMG SRC="button.gif"></CENTER><IMG SRC="button2.gif">  
Result: 

 
 
 

 Notice how the first graphic is enclosed in the beginning and end CENTER tags. If you wanted to center the second 
graphic as well, the end CENTER tag (you know, the one with the / ) wouldn't come until after the second graphic. 
 



Lesson 5: Graphics (Contd.) 
 Background 

To add a textured background on your web page you will need 
background wallpaper which is actually a graphic repeated over and 
over until the screen is filled. There are a lot of places on the web where 
you can get backgrounds for free. Now that you have a background this 
is how to put it on your page: 

 <BODY BACKGROUND="graphicname.jpg"> 
 BACKGROUND is an attribute which goes in the beginning <BODY> 

tag. Substitute "graphicname.jpg” with the file name of the graphic, 
don't forget the format or to enclose it in quotes. 

 If all you want is to change the color of the web page use the 
BGCOLOR attribute in the BODY tag: 

 <BODY BGCOLOR="#00FFFF"> 
 Don't forget to enclose the color code in quotation marks (in case you 

are wondering, 00FFFF is aqua). 
 

http://www.accessv.com/~email/webpages/graphics.html


Lesson 6: Alignment 
 Aligning Text With Graphics 

If you tried to align a paragraph with a picture you know how frustrating it can be. After 
the first line the text jumps right down and underneath the picture. To stop that from 
happening use the ALIGN attribute in the IMG SRC tag: 

 <IMG SRC="graphicname.gif" ALIGN="left"> 
This makes the text flow down the side of the picture.  
 Example:  
 <IMG ALIGN="left" SRC="pups.jpg"> <I> See how the text here is going down 
the picture?<BR>The align attribute makes this possible.</I>  
Result: 

              
        See how the text here is going down the picture? 
        The align attribute makes this possible.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 



Lesson 6: Alignment 
 To start your sentence or paragraph a little further down the 

picture use a couple of <BR> tags before you begin typing your 
text: 

 <IMG SRC="pups.jpg" ALIGN="left"> <BR> <BR> <BR> 
 <I>See how the text here is starting a little further down the 
 picture?<BR> The break tags make this possible.</I> 
 Result: 

 

See how the text here is stating a little further 
down the picture? 
The break tags make this possible. 



Lesson 7: Links 
 Putting It All Together 

Links, this is what the web is all about and it's simple to do by using the anchor tags: 
<A> </A>The anchor tag has an attribute: HREF It means "Hypertext Reference". This 
attribute tells the browser where to find the link. A link on the same website would look 
like this: 

 <A HREF="filename.html">here goes text or image to be clicked </A> 
 The beginning <A> tag includes the attribute with the file name of the web page you 

want to link to. Notice that the file name has the html extension, separated by a dot and 
that it's enclosed in quotation marks. Keep all your pages in the same folder (directory) 
otherwise you would have to type in the whole path, something like 
"foldername/filename.html" So keep it simple. After the beginning anchor tag put the 
text or graphic you want people to click. This becomes the link to another page. The end 
</A> finishes the link. Here's how to turn a graphic into a link: 

 <A HREF="filename.html"> <IMG SRC="graphicname.jpg"></A> 
 Don't forget to put these things: < > around the IMG tag and remember the quotes 

around the graphic file name together with its format, usually either jpg or gif. You now 
have a graphic that is linked to another page. By default a linked graphic has a border 
around it, you can remove it by putting a BORDER attribute set to "0" in the IMG tag: 

 <IMG SRC="graphicname.gif" BORDER="0"> 



Lesson 7: Links (Contd.) 
 Linking To Another Site 

To link to another website you have to type in the entire URL (internet 
address). For instance to link to this website you would put: 

 <A HREF="http://www.accessv.com/~email/webpages.com">click 
 here</A> 
 See? The beginning <A> tag contains the entire web address of this site 

enclosed in quotes. The stuff between the anchor tags is what people 
will click. 

 Sending Email 
For visitors to be able to send you email from your site, do the same 
thing but instead of the web address, put your email address after 
mailto:  

 Example:  
 <A HREF="mailto:youremail.com">here goes stuff to be 
clicked</A>  
 There are no spaces between the mailto: and the email address. See 

where the quotation marks are in my example? Don't forget them. 
There you go. Now you have a workable website.  



Lesson 8: Tables 
 Making A Table 

You may be thinking "I have no use for tables in my web pages".  
 But hold on, tables can be used as page layouts to help better 

control the placement of things on your web page, so it's worth 
getting to know how to make one. First is: 

 <TABLE> </TABLE>  
 The stuff between these tags will make up your table. After the 

beginning TABLE tag comes: 
 <TR> </TR> 
 It means "Table Row" The stuff between them will make up one 

row across the table. After the beginning <TR> tag comes: 
 <TD> </TD> 
 It means "Table Data". The stuff between them will make one 

box, called a cell, in the one row of the table.  
 
 



Lesson 8: Tables (Contd.) 
 Sounds confusing? No it's not. Here's what I mean: 

<TABLE>  
<TR> 
<TD> beagle </TD>  
<TD> basset hound </TD> 
</TR>  
<TR> 
<TD> doberman pinscher </TD> 
<TD> pointer </TD> 
</TR> 
</TABLE> 

 Get it? Can you see that this table will have two rows and that 
each row will have two cells? You can have as many rows and cells 
as you want but make sure that each cell and row have an end 
tag. Here's the result: 

 beagle basset hound 

doberman pinscher pointer 



Lesson 8: Tables (Contd.) 
 <TABLE> tag has a BORDER attribute: 
 <TABLE BORDER="1"> 
 The higher the number the thicker the lines will be and don't forget the 

quotation marks around the number.  
Result:  

 
 
 

 A couple of other attributes that can go into the <TABLE> tag are 
CELLSPACING and CELLPADDING. CELLSPACING defines how far 
apart the cells are from each other.  

 Example: <TABLE BORDER="1" CELLSPACING="5"> 
Result:  

 
 



Lesson 8: Tables (Contd.) 
 CELLPADDING defines how far away from the cells' 

edges the stuff inside them will be. Example: 
 <TABLE BORDER="1" CELLPADDING="5"> 
 Result: 

 
 

 You can use any combination of attributes in a 
<TABLE> tag, just make sure each attribute is 
separated by a space. 
 



Lesson 8: Tables (Contd.) 
 Aligning Data 

By default everything in the cell will be to the left. You can center it or move it to the right 
by using the ALIGN attribute in the <TD> tag: 
<TD ALIGN="right"> beagle </TD> 
Result: 

 
 

 
 There is also the VALIGN attribute. It makes stuff in the cell line up at the top or the 

bottom but there has to be enough space in the cell for it to work and since that's not the 
case in my examples I can't show you. Wait a minute! Yes I can, by using the HEIGHT 
attribute in the <TD> tag: 
<TD VALIGN="top" HEIGHT="50">basset hound</TD> 
Result: 

 
 
 
 
 See how the other cell in the same row became the same height as the one which had the 

attribute placed in the tag? All cells in the same row will be affected by the height 
attribute. Notice the effect the VALIGN attribute had. It made "basset hound“ go up to 
the top of the cell. 
 



Lesson 8: Tables (Contd.) 
 Putting Color In Cells 

You can have your cells be a different color by using the 
BGCOLOR attribute: 
<TD BGCOLOR="#87CEFA">doberman pinscher</TD> 

 Result: 
 
 
 



Lesson 9: Frames – Part 1 
 Do You Really Want Them? 

When you scroll down some page, the top part of the page remained stationary while the rest of the page moved. That's what's 
called frames. Used in moderation they can make a page look pretty snazzy but they can also be a real pain. For instance not all 
browsers support frames. Some search engines ignore pages with frames and frames can leave visitors fuming when they try to 
go to a different site but that site ends up being in your frames.  

 More Than One Page 
A web page with frames is actually made up of several pages put together into one. This page for example is actually three pages: 
One for the top, another for the main section, and a third one which brings them together. 

 You can see that this page has two frames, the top frame containing the page with the title and horizontal navigation bar, and 
the bottom frame containing the page with the sidebar and main section. The pages within the frames are written just as you 
would any html document but the page which brings them together has it's own set of html tags. Here's how the code looks for 
this page: 

<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<TITLE>Frames</TITLE> 
</HEAD> 
<FRAMESET ROWS="25%,75%"> 
<FRAME SRC="title.html"> 
<FRAME SRC="main.html"> 
</FRAMESET> 
</HTML> 

 Notice that the html document starts out just like any other web page except there are no BODY tags. In their place are the 
FRAMESET tags. 

 ROWS is an attribute of the beginning FRAMESET tag. It tells the browser that the frames will be horizontal. If you wanted your 
frames to span vertically (from top to bottom) you would use the COLS attribute instead. 

 The numbers tell the browser how much of the screen each frame will take up, in this case the first frame takes up 25% and the 
second 75%. Distribute the percentages among your frames so that the total adds up to 100% and take note that each percentage 
is separated by a comma. Notice also where the quotation marks are, the second quote doesn't come until after you finished 
listing your percentages.  
 



Lesson 9: Frames – Part 2 
 Next comes the FRAME tag with the attribute SRC. Remember? The SRC in 

the IMG tag tells the browser which graphic is to display on the page. Well here 
it's telling the browser which page is to be displayed in the frame. In this case 
the first frame will hold a page with the file name "title.html" and the second 
frame will hold a page with the file name "main.html". 

 Because I wanted my page with "HTML MADE EASY" ("title.html") to be in the 
top frame I put it first. If however I put my main page in the first frame tag and 
the title page in the second, guess what? My main page would have ended up in 
the top frame and my title page in the bottom. Get it? The order in which you 
put pages in the frames is the order in which they appear on the screen. The 
same goes for vertical frames, the first frame will be on the left with the other 
following. If you wanted your page to have three or more frames just add more 
FRAME tags with the file name of the pages that are to go into them. 

 NOTE: All you who use Internet Explorer must have noticed if you right-click to 
view the source you will get the code of the page contained in the frame of which 
you clicked and not the code of the page which brings the frames together. To get 
at its' code you need to go to the View menu and click Source. 

 You can have both horizontal and vertical frames on the same page 



Lesson 9: Frames – Part 3 
 Row and Cols on One Page 

Pretty slick, huh? The sidebar moves independently of the main section while the top 
remains stationary. So how's it done? Pay attention because it's kind of hard to explain. 
Frames Within Frames 
I divided the page into two horizontal frames with the top frame being only 25%. Then I 
divided the bottom frame into vertical frames. It's like having frames within a frame. 
Here's the code for this page so you can better understand what's happening: 

<FRAMESET ROWS="25%,75%"> 
<FRAME SRC="title.html"> 
<FRAMESET COLS="25%,75%"> 
<FRAME SRC="sidebar.html"> 
<FRAME SRC="main2.html"> 
</FRAMESET> 
</FRAMESET> 

 The first FRAMESET tag divides the page into two horizontal frames. Remember? The 
ROWS attribute makes horizontal frames. Next comes the FRAME tag which places a 
webpage called "title.html" into the top frame. 

 Now comes another FRAMESET tag that will divide the bottom horizontal frame into two 
vertical frames. From the COLS attribute you can see that there will be two vertical 
frames, one set to 25% (my sidebar) and the other to 75% (my main section). Then come 
the FRAME tags containing the file name of the pages. Next comes the </FRAMESET> 
which tells the browser that vertical frames in the bottom horizontal frame have ended. 
And finally another end FRAMESET tag tells the browser that the horizontal frames have 
ended as well.  
 



Lesson 9: Frames – Part 4 
 Linking 

If you use a regular link, the page will end up in the frame which contains the link. Sometimes that's okay but 
sometimes it's not.  

 
 Frame Names 

To make the linked page go into a frame other than the one which contains the link, you need to name your frames like 
this: 

<FRAME NAME="A" SRC="main.html"> 
You can name your frame whatever you want and please note that the file name in the SRC attribute is NOT the name 
of the linked page but of the page that would normally be there. To make the link, go to the page which contains the 
link and in the anchor tags add the TARGET attribute like this: 
<A HREF="testpage.html" TARGET="A">your link</A> 
"Testpage" is the page which will end up in the frame named "A" when the link is clicked. 
 

 Breaking Out of Frames 
The Introduction page together with it's side bar ended up in the main frame making the page look terrible. So, to 
break out of frames completely Put TARGET="_top" in the anchor tags like this: 

 <A HREF="index.html" TARGET="_top"> 
 This will free other pages or sites from being trapped in your frames. 
 
 No Borders 

Notice that unlike part 1 and part 2 of the Frames tutorial this one doesn't have any border lines between frames? To get 
rid of borders just put the BORDER attribute in the FRAMESET tags like so: 
 <FRAMESET ROWS="35%,65%" BORDER="0"> 



Lesson 1- Starting with CSS 
 We know how to make a large heading... 

Section 1 
<h2>Section 1</h2>  

 We know how to make it red... 
Section 1 
<h2><font color="#ff0000">Section 1</font></h2>  

 We know how to make it italic and arial... 
Section 1 
<h2><font color="#ff0000" face="arial"><i>Section 1</i></font></h2>  

 If we wanted to make every heading on the page look like this, we could add these tags to every H2 heading. But, 
there is another way... 

 Save this as page.html... 
<html> <head> <title></title> </head> <body> <h2>Section 2</h2> </body> </html>  

 Now add a pair of STYLE tags in the head section... 
<html> <head> <title></title> <style type="text/css"> </style> </head> <body> <h2>Section 2</h2> </body> 
</html>  

 Add the element that you wish to "style", and add a pair of curly brackets {}... 
<html> <head> <title></title> <style type="text/css"> h2 {} </style> </head> <body> <h2>Section 2</h2> 
</body> </html>  

 Designate that all h2 elements be red... 
<html> <head> <title></title> <style type="text/css"> h2 { color:#ff0000; } </style> </head> <body> 
<h2>Section 2</h2> </body> </html>  

 #ff0000 is the hex code for red.  
 Pretty cool, ain't it? 



Lesson 2- Styling Basics 
 

 We can further style our h2 headings... 
<html>  
<head>  
<title></title>  
<style type="text/css">  
H2 { color:#ff0000; font-style:italic; }  
</style>  
</head>  
<body>  
<h2>Section 2</h2>  
</body>  
</html>  

 
 Style#2 

<html>  
<head>  
<title></title>  
<style type="text/css">  
h2 { color:#ff0000; font-style:italic; font-family:arial,sans-serif; }  
</style>  
</head>  
<body>  
<h2>Section 2</h2>  
</body>  
</html>  

 Font-family can be either the name of a font (arial, "times new roman", verdana, etc), or a general description (serif, 
sans-serif, etc) 



Styling Basics(Contd.) 
 So, now what we've done is this... all H2 headings on the page will be red, italic and arial... 

<html>  
<head>  
<title> 
</title>  
<style type="text/css"> h2 { color:#ff0000; font-style:italic; font-family:arial,sans-serif; } 
</style>  
</head>  
<body> Level 2 headings: 
 <h2>Section 1</h2>  
<h2>Section 2</h2>  
<h2>Section 3</h2>  
<hr> All heading sizes:  
<h1>Heading 1</h1>  
<h2>Heading 2</h2>  
<h3>Heading 3</h3> 
 <h4>Heading 4</h4>  
<h5>Heading 5</h5>  
<h6>Heading 6</h6>  

 Notice only the H2 heading is affected by our style sheet.  
</body>  
</html>  
 



Lesson 3- Selective Styling 
 What if we only want certain H2 headings to be red, italic and arial while the 

rest are normal? 
<html>  
<head>  
<title></title>  
<style type="text/css">  
h2.joe { color:#ff0000; font-style:italic; font-family:arial,sans-serif; }  
</style>  
</head>  
<body>  
<h2 class="joe">Red Section 1</h2>  
<h2 class="joe">Red Section 2</h2>  
<h2>Normal Section 3</h2>  
<h2>Normal Section 3</h2>  
</body>  
</html>  

 Understand what's going on here?  We have defined a class of h2 headings.  
Any h2 headings of class joe gets the red/italic/arial treatment.  

 The rest are left alone. 



Selective Styling(contd.) 
 Have a look at this... 

<html>  
<head>  
<title> 
</title>  
<style type="text/css">  
h2 { color:#000099; font-family:verdana; }  
h2.joe { color:#ff0000; font-style:italic; font-family:arial,sans-serif; }  
h2.eddie { color:#339933; font-family:"trebuchet ms",sans-serif; }  
h2.paul { color:#FFBB00; font-style:italic; font-family:"trebuchet ms",sans-serif; } ] 
</style>  
</head>  
<body>  
<h2>Normal Section</h2>  
<h2 class="joe">Joe Section</h2>  
<h2 class="eddie">Eddie Section</h2>  
<h2 class="paul">Paul Section</h2>  
</body>  
</html>  

 First we specify h2 properties in general (This is entirely optional. In the absence of a general property 
description, the browser will just default to it's normal presentation of that element.) Next, if we want, we can 
define classes to be used here and there as we wish. All we have to do is write class="whatever" within the 
element. 

 We can to this sort of thing to all elements (tags). The only thing to keep in mind that that CSS support 
between browsers (not to mention browser versions) can be different. As usual, check your creation through at 
least current versions of Netscape and Internet Explorer. 



Exercises 
 Exercise1: Make a page. Using style sheets, I want you 

to make every bold tag that appears on the page blue 
and italic as well. 
The sixth sheik's sixth sheep's sick.  

 Exercise2: Make a table like the following... 
 Using style sheets, make a class of td's that is light blue (apply to 

the Boy's side) and a class of td's that is pink (apply to the Girl's 
side).  

  
Hint: Use the background-color property instead of the color 
property. 



Exercises(contd.) 
 Exercise3: Make it so that each column's headings are 

slightly darker(darker blue and darker pink) than the 
rest of the column. 
 



Lesson 4- Paragraphs 
  One handy property that can be applied to a paragraph tag is padding... 

 
<html>  
<head>  
<title></title>  
p.josh { padding-left:10px; }  
p.jeff { padding-left:20px; padding-top:30px; }  
</style>  
</head>  
<body>  
<p>This paragraph is normal.</p>  
<p class="josh">This paragraph is padded on the left by about 10 pixels.</p>  
<p class="jeff">This paragraph is padded on the left by about 20 pixels, and on 
the top by an extra 30 pixels.</p>  
<p>This paragraph is back to normal.</p>  
</body>  
</html>  

 



Paragraphs(contd.) 
 The basic syntax is this...  

element {  property1:value;    } 
 

 More than one property being affected.. Can also be written like a set of 
programming instructions... 
element  
{  
  property1:value;  
  property2:value;  
}  

   And, of course, attributing properties to a class of a particular element... 
element.myclass { property:value }  
 

 Exercise: Build a page from scratch and place one paragraph in it. Using 
style sheets, pad that paragraph 20 pixels on the left, make it's background 
color dark red and it's text yellow. 
 
 



Lesson 5- Perfecting Style sheets 
 A very popular use of style sheets is to remove the underline from links... 

<html>  
<head>  
<title></title>  
<style type="text/css">  
a:link, a:visited, a:active { text-decoration:none }  
</style>  
</head>  
<body>  
What happens if you <a href="page.html">click here</a>.  
</body>  
</html>  

 Notice a couple things here: 
 link, visited and active are pseudo-classes (or sub-classes) of the A 

element. There are not a whole lot of those.  
 you can apply the same property instruction set to more than one element 

by separating them with commas.   



Perfecting Style sheets(contd.) 
 Another pseudo-class of the A element that is kind of nifty is hover. Hover is when 

the mouse is over the link. Here we'll do a simple color change... 
<html>  
<head>  
<title></title>  
<style type="text/css">  
a:link, a:visited, a:active { text-decoration:none }  
a:hover { color:#ff3300 }  
</style>  
</head>  
<body> What happens if you <a href="page.html">click here</a> all the time.  
</body>  
</html>  

 You can apply any sort of property change here, but if you get too crazy, you'll make an 
ugly mess. Keep it simple and subtle. 

 Remember, the more you try to control the appearance, the more likely your page will 
look all screwed up to others.  

 As an example, here are some screen shots of CSS demos taken from Microsoft's site.  
They are shown through Netscape 4.7 and IE 5.0. I think you'll find them interesting. 



Half the time the creation falls apart in 
their own browser, not to mention 
someone else's browser. The lesson? 
Take it easy with the fancy stuff, don't 
get too precise, and always check your 
pages in a couple browsers. 



Lesson 6- Linking Style sheets 
 Until now, we've been embedding the style sheet into the page. A 

much more powerful use of style sheets is to link to them.  
 

 Take this simple example... 
<html>  
<head>  
<title></title>  
<style type="text/css">  
h2 { color:#ff0000; font-style:italic; }  
</style>  
</head>  
<body>  
<h2>Section 2</h2>  
</body>  
</html>  
 

 
 



Linking Style Sheets(contd.) 
 Take out the guts of the stylesheet and save it in a separate file, such as mystyle.css... 

h2 { color:#ff0000; font-style:italic; }  
 Then, in your page, link to it instead... 

<html>  
<head>  
<title></title>  
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="mystyle.css">  
</head>  
<body>  
<h2>Section 2</h2>  
</body>  
</html>  

 The whole idea behind this is that one style sheet can be used across a whole website, or even 
multiple websites.  

 NOTE: If there is a conflict between an embedded style sheet and a linked stylesheet, the 
embedded one will take precedence. 

 Exercise: Make three sample web pages with a couple links. Make one stylesheet that controls 
all three documents. Make it so that all links and vlinks are medium green and bold, active 
links are yellow and bold and when the mouse hovers over them they turn a bright green and 
bold. 
 



For any further assistance, queries and guidance please contact  

aman@cyberwarez.info 
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